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OHAPTER I

INTRODUOTION

During the years of the author's experienoe as an

industrial arts teaoher it has been found that the problems

of service work are of great interest to men in the field.

There has been much disoussion of the topic, and numerous

articles in school shop magazines may be found which deal

with it. The questions pertinent to service work in the

school shops should be of interest to all industrial arts

teachers who wish to keep the main objectives of education in

view, namely, that their subj ect, along with all subjects,

should exist for the good of the students. Thi s topic should

also be of interest to administrators, in that, it expresses

the shop teacher's attitude concerning a problem faced by all

schools.

If service work permits the shop to be imposed upon by

outside indiViduals With requests that require the time and

energy of the instructor away from his classes, and if his

absence robs the student of the instruction and guidance he

is entitled to have, it should be of interest to all conoerned.

to try to arrive at some conclusions which will be of help

in handling this kind of work in the school shop.

, " , , 'J
) -, , • " > -, I" " .... , • ,
~ , '; ; _j' ~ " )', : ':, J, • '-', ,

) ) -', ,-, ) ' ~','
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I.. THE PROBLEM

It was the purpose of this study to determine (1) to

what extent service work constitutes a significant element of

school shop work, (2) what general types of service work are

requested of the shops, (3) what are advantages and disad

vantages of such work, (4) when this work is done, (5) what

are the methods of controlling suoh work.

II. IMPORTANOE OF STUDY

The writer recognizes that the questions arising from

service work are distressing in some shops and that the

teachers in suoh situations may voice only the bad features

of such work. It is the purpose of this study to endeavor to

show both sides of the problem, to seek out the good that may

be derived from thi s type of' work in school shops and to

oompare it with the bad features, to attempt to disoover if

the unfavorable aspects of service work in the school shops

may be offset by desirable factors. It is also of great

importanoe to try to arrive at some conclusions that will

assist in setting up controls which may aid in eliminating

some of the bad features.

III. DEFINITIONS OF TEEMS USED

Service~. SerVice work as a term used in thi s

study reters to all torms ot extra Jobs brought into the shops
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other than the regular projects and assignments, as well as,

any maintenance and extra work which may be done on the

housing and equipment within the shop itself.

IV. METHODS 01" PROOEDURE

A list of names of the industrial arts teachers in the

state was obtained. A printed questionnaire was mailed to

five hundred thirty-three of these teachers. Two hundred

seventy-tour of these inquiries were returned in usable form

representing 51.4 per cent of the total sent out. A copy of

this questionnaire may be found in Appendix B. Several replies

in the form of letters were received oftering useful sug

gestions. A number ot order torms for this type of work were

also received by the author; copies of some of these may be

found in AppendiX C. Many additional comments which were

pertinent to the problem were written in on the questionnaire.

This material is listed in Appendix A.

In the questionnaire most of the questions were answer

able yes or no. In a number of cases these were answered

both yes and no. When this happened, the resultewere not

tallied. In a number of instances the questions were left

unanswered, which accounts for the variations in numbers

tallied. The findings and tables dealing with the results of

this survey are to be found in Chapter III. Quite a large

number ot magazine articles pertaining to the topic were
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read. A review of this literature is given in Chapter II, t

and an annotated bibliography is listed with this thesis.

V. .ULTIMATE OBJECTIVE

The ultimate objective of' this study is to determine

such factors as, how extensively service work is carried on

in school shops, what the general types of' service work are,

at what times such work is performed, what methods of control

are in etfect, what are the teachers' attitudes in respee~

to 'Che advantages and disadvantages of such work, and to

tormulate some conclusions based upon these findings which

should aid 1n managing such work in the future. The summary t

conclusions, and recommendations resulting trom this study

are given in Chapter IV.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF ~HE LI~ERA~URE

The number of articles in shop magazines dealing with

.the many ramifications of service work makes it manif est

that this 1s a common and widespread problem among shop

teachers. Many of these articles polnt to difficul~ies of

controlling service work in the shops. BUboltz,l advocates

controlling such work stating that, "The 1deal condition 1s

not a shop which does no pract1cal work, but one which can

control its production work properly."

·There are, no doubt, many values to be obtained from

doing this type of work 1n the school shops, because of the

true-to-11fe situations wh1ch grow out of it. Making projects

which may be of oommunity value is described in an article

by Bardwell,2 who lists suoh items as rainfall graphs, maps

of the city, calendar stands for advertising sohool aotlvities,

eto. Suoh work not only provides worthwhile projects for

the Shops, but creates local interest in the shops. The

difficulty of handling odd Jobs ln the sohool shops is always

1
Harry P. BUboltz, "Controlling Product10n Work, II

Industri8.l Arts and Vocational Education, 26:216-17, July,1937. . -------
. 2Carl E. Bardwell,"Arous1ng Community Interest in

the School Shop," Industrial Educat1onMagazine, 35:43-4,
September, 1933.
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a troublesome question.

1 A method for systematization of handling Slch work is

discussed in an article by Finsterbach.3 There often seems

to be a feeling among some shop teachers that they must

Justify their salaries and the equipment 1n their shops by

doing odd jobs around the1r building in spare time, according

to La Voy.4- SOme fear being classified as non-cooperative

it they refuse to accept odd Jobs. The criteria for acoepting

or rejecting these jobs should be whether they are within.the

range of student ability, and whether they contribute to the

education of the boys. The teacher should stand on his

ability. as a teacher to Justify his salary and leave odd Jobs

for those who make a living doing such work.

Another method ot doing some service work is by pro

duction classes. There is, of course, much to be gained

from properly organized classes of this kind, in the methods

of factory production and learning to work in a group for a

common end. In some work SUCh as printing 1t 1s essential in

the more advanced classes to have work or this nature, and 1t

is often very desirable in vocaliional classes ot other sub

Jects as well.

3Fred C. Finsterbach, -Handling Odd Jobs," Industrial
A£!!~Vocational Education, 20:321, Sept~mDer, 1931.
. . .. ~eneth R.~a Voy, "Teacher or Handyman, U Industrial
~ducation Magazine, 25:53-4, July, 1929.
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There is a def'ini te possibility of' bUilding pride in.

the students by allowing them to work on reaJ. Jobs, states

Gardner.? Production methods are also usef'ul at times in

reducing the time required on a given project, reports

stevason, 6 and increasing the boy's interest by breaking the

job up into a series of' shorter operat1ons. Another arliicle

discussing a method of' handling service work, written by

Merrill,7 describes a club organized f'or the purpose ot keep

ing the school bUilding and equipment in good repair. An

enumeration of' the many services performed by this cluo

includes such items as overhauling machines, putting up f'ences,

and building a speoial olassroom. Another problem resulting

from repair and construction work around the sohool is that

of' others suoh as j anitors and workmen wi sh1ng to borrow or

use the shop eqUipment. A method of handling this is dis~ussed

by Randal.S There is always the problem of' what the adm1nis

trators and other teachers expect of' the shop teacher.

5Harry K. Gardner, "Production t'lork in the Junior Higl.?
School,· Industrial~ M!Sazine, 33:233-4, June, 1944.

6C• C. Stevason, "Production in the School Shop,"
Industrial Arts and Vooational Eduoation, 26:412-13, Deoember, II937. --

7Wilbur M. Merrill, "The Maintenance Club, n IndustriaJ.
~~ Vocational Education, 19:264, July, 1930.

. ~Vietor Randel, ''What About the· Tool· Borrower?"
Industrial Arts Magazine, 19:137, April, 1929. .
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Cooperat10n ot the shop teacher in all school aftair$

1s ot course des1rable. 9 Such 1tems as 1nter-department

projects, farm shop, and subnormal training, along w1th many

others, should be g1ven as much consideration as poss1ble.

However, some of the more material things expected such as

upkeep of equipment, mater1als for other teachers, etc., have

otten been carried beyond the point of educational return.

The right and wrong kinds of production Jobs in school shops

is discussed in an art1cle entitled, "Exploitation or Edu~a

tion, II by Brew1ngton.10 He lists three points in diagnosing

when a school shop is in actual competition with the com

mercial. shop:

1. When the type of job is beyond the abili ty of the
learner.

2. When the work becomes repetitive and tiresome and
the acquisition of skill has passed from the pict~re.

3. When only tfi instructor has the knOWledge and skill
to produce.

This article lists the following requisites to con

trolling the situation:

1. The teacher must demonstrate that he has an instruc-
tional program.

9Homer John Smith, "Cooperation in Industrial Educa
tion, "Industrial Education Magazine, 22 :146-7, March, 1933.

lOLeroy Brewington, "Exploitation or Education, a Indus
trial A!!!~ Vocational Education, 39:210-13, September, 1937.

llIbid., p. 212.
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School officials must be properly informed concernipg
the functions of the school shop.

Printers who are accepting teaching positions should
have their eyes open to the actual facts of the case.12

Another writer, Frank DiGiacoma,13 gives a suggested

list of regulatory measures for production work in the school

printshop:

1. No work which is competitive to commercial plants.

2. No work for organizations outside the school.

3. All requisitions be approved by principal and print
ing instructor.

4. Ample time be allowed for printing orders depending
upon the difficulty of the joO and the experience
of the pupils.

5. All copies of jobs sent to printshop should be
typewritten.

6. Printing instructor should be consulted as to the
educational values in a printing job.

7. The printing jobs should involve the processes
already studied or being studied.

g. Instructors should print copies of shop regulations
regarding production for all teacher~ and outside
organizations seeking printing joos.~4

12 .
~., p. 213.

l3Frank DiGlacoma, "A Survey of the Production Problem
lnthe Ju~lor High School Pr1ntshop," Industr1al Arts and
Vocational Education, 27:334-6, October, 1939. ---- ---

14Ib1d., p. 335•.
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Hahn recognizes that production work in the printshop

is a helpful means of:

••• motivating the further activities of superior
pupils because they enjoy working on JobS of commercial
value. A heavy assignment of production work was
frowned upon especially by teachers having limited
time schedules of pupils of low I.Q.15

French16 calls attention to the tremendous investment

This article makes quite clear that the school should

never be thought of as a production unit:

We have been primarily concerned with eduoation, with
human beings as our product. This concept of the
function of a school system should continue. The
production of human beings well equipped to cope with

l$Paul D.Hahn, "Printing and Motivation," Industrial
.A!:!! ~Vo cational Education, 35:7-9 , January, 1946.

16Albert E. Frenoh, "A Produotion System for Voca
tional Shops, If Industrial Arts and Vocational Education,
36: 203-4, .May t 1947.· - -
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. their environment should ~ntinue to be the major
objective of the school. l (

One of the troublesome aspects of much service work

in the schools is that of taking the teacher' or pupils from

~ the classroom; the matter of the teacher leaving the class-

i room invariably affects the discipline or order in the shop
.11

unfavorably. This may result in uncomplimentary repercussions

throughout the school, thus casting a reflection upon the

instructor. Sirole states that, "accidents, poor work habits,

quality and quantity of student work, waste of materials, .

equipment breakage, and lowered morale in general, are closely

related to discipline. 1I19

Unreasonable demands are often made of the industrial

arts teacher for assistance in contributing to the success

of school programs. It is a convenient way of accomplishing

such work; such matters as stage equipment and bOoths for'

exhibits are often "headaches" to the woodshop teacher, in

taking him or tbe class or portions of the class away from

the shop. It is the contention of this article that the

complexity of work carried on in the shop merits the instruc~

tor's maximum attention. Admitting that there is something

l7~., p. 203.

l8Einar E. Siro, "stay With Your Students," Industrial
~~ Vocational Education, 36:289-90, September, 1947.

19Ibid., p. 289.
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to be gained in development of initiative due to working

without supervision, it is also true that this condition

seldom produces the best instructional results.

It is through close supervision and guidance that the
shop instructor can uphold high standards in student
work and work habits, discipline, procedures and
housekeeping. Such guidance keeps to a minimum the
errors which so often lead to students' discouragement. 20

In an editorial Metz2l states,

The teacher of arithmetic does not want his pupils to
check up the bills .for the corner grocery day after day.
Nor does the teacher of printing want his boys to print
only from electrotyped cuts for school forms. 22 .'

He makes the point, however, that school shop courses

can be planned with enough flexibility that production work.

will not interfere with the planned courses. He feels that

production work is worthwhile, but successful use of such

work is dependent upon the strength of the instructor. 23
The foregoing points gleaned from the several authors'

writings are only a sample of a large ampunt of such writings

that have been published in recent years, which serve to show

the magnitude of the problem of service work in school shops.

20Ibid., p. 290.

21JOhn J. Metz, "That Bogey--Production Work, II

Industrial Art s and Vocational Education, 39: 31+4, November,
1950. --

22Ibid., P. 344.
23·Loc. cit.--



CHAPTER III

SERVICE WORK IN SCHOOL SHOPS

I. TO WHAT EXTENT SERVICE WORK IS A SIGNIFICANT

ELEMENT OF SCHOOL SHOP WORK

The author endeavored to sample various sizes of

schools as well as different types of schools, such as

rural, city, and combinations of these two. Table I shows

the number of questionnaires ret~ned from schools grouped

according to size of school. An effort was made to ascertain

the units of shop work taught in each school and how many of

these units involved the use of power equipment. Table II,

page 16, gives this information.

No specific question was asked on the questionnaire

as to whether or not service work constituted a definite

problem in the shops. The answer may be readily ascertained

by consideration of a number of the questions, and the many

add1tional comment s which were written on the returned

questionnaires or included in unsolicited replies in the fo~

of letters received.

Under the questions dealing with the types of work

done (see Table III, page 19) two hundred seventeen teachers

checked that they repair furniture; this represents 79.2 per

cent ot the total number of teachers returning the question

naire. When this is conBidered in light ot the fact that the



TABLE I

DISTRIBUTION BY SIZE OF SCHOOLS
FROM WHICH TEACHERS RETURNED

QUESTIONNAIRES

Size of School

o - 30
31 - 50
51 - 100

101 - 150
151 - 200

~gi: ~g
401 - 500
501 - 600
601 - 700
701 - goo
gOl - 900
901 - 1000

1000 - Up
Size unreported

TOTAL

Number of Schools

* Twenty teachers failed to indicate size of school.
** Two hundred seventy-four usable questionnaires

were returned.
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questionnaire went to all sizes of schools, and that in many,

of the larger schools the teachers often teach quite special

ized fields, where such conditions exist many teachers would

not be involved in this particular type of service work. It

would seem that the percentage of teachers doing this specific

type of service work would be much larger if only the smaller

schools were considered.

~ ,

~herefore, the types of work were oonsidered in the

table from the standpoint of rural schools, combination of

rural and city, and urban, or city, schools. The item on

repairing furniture shows a percentage inorease to 96.2 per

cent as ,shown by a study of Table III, page 19. Other decided

differences appear in types of work done when considered

according to different sizes of schools. At any rate it may

be seen that a large proportion of shop teachers at times

during their teaching career must face the problems of service

work. Many spontaneous comments sent in with the questionnaires

serve to oonvey the fact that teachers do find this matter

one of much concern to them. The following are typical ot

such comments and represent a fair cross section of the ones

received:

"Intelligent service work requests are usually ot
eduQational value, but come to the shop at an inopportune
time."

"We are greatly concerned over the prOblem. n

"An interesting and aggravating prOblem."
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TABLE II

SCHOOLS REPORTING, AND UNITS OF SHOP WORK TAUGHT

Total number of schools' reporting
Number rural
Number urban
Number combination

274
52

125
97

Shop units reported

Woodworking
Mechanical Drawing
Metal Working
Electrical
Printing
Craft Work
Farm Shop
General Shop
Auto Mechanics
Welding
Carpentry
Concrete
Tailoring
Forging
Home Mechanic s
Pattern Making
Plastics

Number

22g
225
160
105

4-2
41
37

120
14

g
4
2
2
1
1
1
1

Power equipped

206

114
25
31

6

~~
6
g
4-

2
1

1
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"I feel that the patron sends his boy to school to

receive a varied program of educational experiences.
Too often the boy spends three years as a member of the
administrator's exclusive (and free) pool of unskilled
labor. n

"The more you fix for free the more business you get.
Fix music stands and you will always have music stands
to fix. Fix band instruments and you will get lots ot
band instrument s to fix."

"I feel that this type of work is very good as it
gives problems of everyday life. U

"Gives experience that students otherwise would not
get." _

"Theoret1:cally service work is never done in the shop,
by the teacher, actually it is very common."

"I believe that if you can arrive at some definite
conclusions in this study it will Oe of considerable
benefit in our field of Industrial Arts. II

"Some shops have very deplorable arrangement s making
the shop a 'flunkie' for the school. II

"I believe the shop teacher should be given monetary
consideration in his contract for service work."

"We have discontinued this kind of work in the shop
because it had become almost a full time job."

"We have solved the problem of serVice work in our
school by introducing into our Industrial Arts curriculum
a eourse entitled 'Maintenance I for eleventh grade boys
who are majoring in Industrial Arts."

IICooperation in a sehool organization makes for better
school atmosphere between teachers, but every indiVidual
should have the right to accept or rejeot as he feels
justified without anyone feeling that he has been snubbed."

Kinds of service work done. The questions in this- --
portion'of the study dealt direotly with this aspeot of the

problem, but no effort was made to break the work down into

specifio Jobs such as building .hurdles, making picture frames,
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library shelves, etc. A more general grouping was used.

Making stage equipment, repairing furniture, making athletic

equipment showed the greatest number of checks. Several

elements no doubt enter into the distribution of the types

of work done. Practically all schools teach woodworking, as

eVidenced in the returns, two hundred twenty-eight schools

(see Table II, page 16) checking this sUbject; therefore,

they are equipped to do such things as furniture repair and

making certain types of equipment. It is also true that

schools generally have more of these specific types of repair

ing and construction to do. Another factor entering into

the compilation of jobs done is that quite a number of the

larger schools have maintenance departments which care for

much of the repair and construction work; such schools ere

not faced with a serious problem of this nature in their ~hops.

When this work is done. The times at which such work-------
is done as illustrated in Table IV, page 20, presents some

interesting aspects of the problem. The vast majority of the

teachers reporting Checked that they do this work during

regular class periods. Several reported that t hey had no

vacant periods, a few that they did such work in vacation

times for extra pay. The amount of time spent was not asked

for. Several implications may be drawn from this phase of

the question. First, since most of this work is done during

regular classes, it becomes plain that the teacher and pupil



TABLE IV

TIME DEVOTED TO SERVICE
WORK IN THE SCHOOL SHOPS

Number Per Cent

20 .

"i
I

During regular classes
Dur~ng free periods
After school
Saturdays
Before school
During vacations

235
110
gl
48
40
2g
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must devote time during the regular olasses to it. The

industrial arts teaoher is responsible for the same amount of

school records and reports as the aoademic teacher. In

addition he is usually responsible in the matter of caring

for the equipment in his shop, and ordering supplies and

materials. He usually is expected to do a large amount of

bookkeeping in conneotion with collections for materials used.

He has large inventories of supplies and material s to care

for. He is expected to carry as heavy a teaching load (see

Table V, page 22) as the academic teacher, to assume his share

of the extra curricular activities, and to take an active part

in community affairs. Add to these duties the extra planning,

supervision, and often the actual work of service work, and

the shop teacher usually is a very busy person.

In order to obtain the proper educational results such

work would necessarily be planned to fit into the regular

class work. At oest such work usually takes much individual

instruction and close superVision. It adds to the already

complex work carried on in the shop. I"C may distract the

teacher from the help he would ordinarily give to the class

(see Table VII, page 26), especially the poorer student, who

when left to his own initiative may constitute several prob

lems such as discipline, waste of materials, safety, and self

discouragement.

Another result of doing such work during regular olass
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TABLE V

REMUNERATION FOR SERVICE WORK

Yes Per Cent No

22-

Per Cent

Do you pay students for
service work? 12 4.4- 253 92.3

Does your shop teacher
receive extra pay for

g4.6.service work? 37 13.5 232

Do you use service work
to help needy or indigent

44- 16.1 go.6pupils pay for projects? 221

Is allowance made in the
teacher's load when he
has service work to do
for the school? 31 11.3 236 S5.l

Number Per Cent

Do you estimate that the school
shop saves the school a large
amount of money? 132 4S.2

Do you estimate that the school
shop saves the school a small
amount of money? 116 4-2.3

Do you estimate that the school
shop saves the school no money? 12 4.4-
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periods is taking the teacher and students away from the

classroom. One hundred ninety-three (see Table VI, page 2~)

checked that such work takes the teacher away from the class

room occasionally; thirty-nine that this occurs frequently;

in all, g~.6 per cent checked that this kind of work takes the

teacher away from the classroom at times. This is indeed a

serious situation, especially in cases where the teacher is

separated from the class or portions of the class. In most

oases the teacher is legally responsible for seeing that

proper safety precautions are taken and for the general welfare

of the pupils as regards first aid, establishing good work

i habits, good housekeeping, and all the other items of this
tti nature which require his presence with the class.
~t
.~

~i Advantages ~ disadvantages. In this study an effort
¥

~ was made to determine the shop teachers' attitudes regarding

some of' the most commonly voiced advantages and disadvantages

of such work. Table VII, page 26, shows the results of the

questionnaire returns on this category. It was rather

noticeable that a number of teachers seem to feel quite

strongly one way or the other and checked accordingly. It
.

was also interesting to note that the items listed as advantages

generally received a decided majority. Although most teachers

were of the opinion that this kind of work disrupts teaching,

two hundred, representing 73 per cent of the teachers, checked

this disadvantage of the work; 57.7 per oent of the teachers
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TABLE VI

DOES SERVICE WORK TAKE THE 'j!EACHER
OR PARTS OF·THE CLASS AWM. FROM THE

CLASSROOM DURING REGULAR CLASS PERIODS?

24-·

Teacher Students

Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
,

)

Occasionally 193 70.4 195 67.5j
.~ Frequently 39 14.2 52 19.0
~

~ Never 37 13.5 21 7.7
~

16Not checked 5 1.9 5.a

TOTAL 274 100.0 274 100.0
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returning the questionnaire and checking the question on

elimination said they would not favor elimination of service

work. On this question a few teachers said that they did no

work of thi s nature, while some made the statement that they

did not think it possible to eliminate this kind of work from

the sohool shop.

Justification for service~~~ school shop.

There is a slight overlapping of these items with those in

Table VII on advantages and disadvantages. This is a natur-al

condition since Justification would depend largely upon the

teachers' opinions as to advantages and disadvantages. The

question of why it is necessary to do thi s work due 'to demands

of certain persons, or demands due to certain conditions, shows

that these demands are about equally divided bet'lrTeen demands

of administrators and demands brought about by financial needs.

Of course, in many cases these two reasons would evolve from

the same source, as administrators may ask for such work

because of financial needs. This question elicited quite a

number of comments which would give another and potent reason~

for service work. Typical comments here were as follows:

"To get things done. II

"Cooperation with other departments."

"We do it as a good will builder between other
departments. "

"Demand of general school operation. II
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TABLE VII

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Disrupts teaching

Makes students conscious
of maintenance problems

Creates pride in school

Presents true lite
situations

Affords opportunities to
serve sohool

Exploits teacher

Provides opportunity for
study of production methods

Exploits pupils

Aggravates disciplinary
problems

Lacks educational values

Causes lack of interest

Number

200

lS9

lS4

lS2

177
106

91
g4

71
64

61

Per Cent

73.0

26.0
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"Convenience, other help not available."

"Good cooperation."

"Traditional."

"Maintains friendly faculty attitudes."

"Willingness to do a service."

"I try to help people."

"Matter of convenience."

"For practice, experience and accommodation. II

"Efficiency."

A little thought on the meaning of these unsolicited

comments points up one of the main reasons why such work is

accepted.in the shops, and why it becomes almost an impossi

bility to eliminate it even if such a condition were desired.

Methods of control. The real crux of the proolem lies

in control. It becomes certain after studying the resultso!'

the questionnaire that the answer to the problem does not

lie in elimination of the work. Even in schools where

maintenance departments are aVailable the problem still

exists, although some of the serious aspects of the problem

are much simplified where there are other methods or getting

some work done. Table IX, page 30, shows that a large per

centage have no departments or classes of this kind. The

simple yes or no answers to some of these questions did not

satisfy many of these teachers. Several answered both yes

and no, in which Case the answers were discarded. On the
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TABLE VIII

JUSTIFICATION FOR SERVICE WORK IN THE SCHOOL SHOP

Question Xes Per Cent No Per Cent

Do you feel that shop
teachers give cooperation

£15.0 4.4in service work? 233 12
Do you feel that such work
has definite educational
value due to its practical

49useful nature? 195 71.2 17.9
Do you consider the extra
work done in your shop detri-
mental to the attainment of
the aims and objectives of

6£1.2your shop courses? 77 2g.1 197
Do you f eel that do ing
service work of this nature

1 is valuable in making better
I public relations for the
~ school? 196 67.9 40 14.6.4
n Do you think that shop!{

I· teachers should be given
"

t1 definite training in meeting
the problem of extra work? 164 59.9 g2 30.0
Do you think that service
work should be eliminated
from the school shop? 75 27.4 15g 57.7
Do you feel that the expense
of equipping a shop should
be Justif1ed partially by
doing service work? 137 50.0 126 46.0
Do you think that service
work has equal value
educationally to the
individual project? 130 47.4 116 42.3
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question, "Do you keep records of such orders?" such answers,

as, "What I s the use?" were given. On asking that work be

planned and ordered ahead so as to not come as a rush order,

a number of teachers answered yes, with the qualification,

"but it doe sn I t work." Fifty-two and two tenths per cent

stated that such work reaches proportions which make it

burdensome. All in all one readily reaches the conclusion

that this matter is very difficult to control.

It is also evident that many shop teachers are faced

with the problem of accepting or rejecting some kinds of

service work. Only 44.2 per cent (see Tao1e X, page 32)

say that. orders are passed upon by their administration and

30.1 per cent that they are instructed not to do service work

except that passed upon by their administrator. There are

many jobs flowing through the shops at all times. Even though

one may wish at times to dismiss this kind of work, it is

very difficult to do so. 'l'here are alway s fellow teachers,

administrators, and friends outside the school who want some

sort of joo done. When appro ached by a fellow worker with a

broken toy, a piece of household equipment, or something very

essential in his school work, most shop teachers give

assistance. Often these small seemingly trivial jobs are

such that the person asking the favor has no idea that they

will take any appreciable time, but in reality, when you

mUltiply them by the numOer of teachers and friends in school
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165

115
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TABLE IX

OTHER METHODS OF DOIr~G REPAIR
AND CONSTRUCTION WORK

Yes Per Cent No Per Cent

Do you have a maintenance
department or janitors in
your school system who do
construction and repair work? 223

Do they have a separate shop? 99

Do they use school shop
eqUipment? 210

.Are they skilled in operation
and care ot such eqUipment? 122

Is the work supervised by
your shop instructor? 42

)
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circles, they can and often do become a distinct problem

which requires the special attention of the teacher either

in individual instruction and supervision or actually in

doing the JObs himself.

A matter which deserves some consideration in this

connection is that of the use of shop tools and equipment by

maintenance men or janitors (see Table IX). The fact that

this equipment is public property leads to the feeling by

some employees and also by administrators at times, that this

equipment should be aVailable to them for repair and construc

tion work. The fact must not be lost sight of that shop

equipment is there primarily for instruction purposes, and

that in most instances the shop teacher is responsible for

the care of such equipment. It is very important in good

shop instruction to have equipment and tools in place and in

good condition at all times. The teacher canno~ be sure of

these conditions if the equipment is open to use of several

employees without his direct knOWledge and approval.

Even though service work presents a very difficult

prOblem of control it is also very necessary that it be

controlled. In the appendiX of this thesis are samples of

some types of order forms used in schools contacted. Several

of the recommendations made by the writer in the follOWing

chapter deal with this aspect of the problem.



34 14.2

60 21.9

115 41.6

No
Number Per Cent

TABLE X

METHODS AND PROBLEM OF CONTROL

Yes
Number Per Cent

Does your school have any
classes especially organized
to do extra work such as pro
duction, or stagecraft
classes? 42 15.3
Is an effort made to confine
such service work done in
your shop to the student
level of abi1ity? 203 74.1
Does your shop teacher have
the option of accepting or
rejecting such work? 209 76.3
Do the other departments ot
the school feel that such
extra construction and repair
work are' a duty of the school
shop? 140 51.1
Is the shop teacher instructed
not to do service work except
such as checked by your admin-
istrator? 99 36.1
Are orders for extra ''lork
passed upon by your adminis-
trator?· 121 44.2
Do you keep records of such
orders? g9 32.5
Is your administrator aware
of the number of requests
made for such work by teach-
ers in the school? 155 56.9
Do you request that such ser-
Vice be planned and ordered
ahead so that it does not
come to the shop as rush
orders? 19l 65.7
Do you ~ee1 that requests
tor service work reach such
proportions as to be burden-
some to the shop teachers? 144 52.5

;
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CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study has attempted to determine to what extent

service work in the school shops constitutes a significant

element of school shop work. The writer has tried to dis

cover what general types of service work are requested of

the shops, what advantages and disadvantages accrue from such

work, and what methods of controlling such work are employ~d.

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the preceding ones

and to present some conclusions and recommendations which are

the outgrowth of this study.

I. GENERAL SUMMARY

In order to determine the extent and significance of

service work in the shop it was necessary to know certain

facts, and to determine What problems originate as a result

of these facts. These facts were (1) How extensively service

work is performed in school shops, (2) What types of service _

work are rendered, (3) lVhen this work is done, (4) ~That methods

of control are in use, (5) What are the teachers' attitudes

as to the advantages and disadvantages of doing this kind of

work in the school shops.

To obtain the information for this study it was

necessary to contact a representative number of shop teachers
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in the state of Indiana. To do this a list of the industria;L

arts teachers in the state was obtained. Such a list may be

obtained from the state directory issued by the State Depart

ment of Education. A questionnaire was prepared and sent to

five hundred thirty-three teachers selected to represent

different types of schools in all sections of the state. Of

this number two hundred seventy-four were returned in usable

form, representing 51.4 per cent of the number sent out. A

copy of this questionnaire and the accompanying letter are

to be found in Appendix A.

In addition to replying to the questionnaire a number

of teachers wrote letters to the author concerning the prob

lem. Many comments were also written on the questionnaires.

In these letters and comments the teachers voiced their

attitudes regarding service work in the school shops, and in

some instances offered suggestions and recommendations. The

pertinent parts of this material are listed 1n AppendiX A.

A list of eight kinds of shop work taught in the

schools was included in the questionnaire for convenience in

checking; spaces for additional subjects were provided for in

blank spaces. The list as given proved to be a fair repr0

sentation of shop courses taught in Indiana schools. The

subjects written in were Auto Shop, with a frequency of

fourteen; Welding, eight; Carpentry, four; and Tailoring, two.

Pattern M.aking, Plasties, Home Meohanics, Forging and Concrete
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had one each. Had these subjects been included in the

questionnaire listing, no doubt there would have been a

greater frequency sho\'m.

Of the original iisting on the questionnaire, schools

reported woodworking with the greatest frequency, two hundred

twenty-eight; mechanical drawing next in order with a fre

quency of two hundred twenty-five; followed in order by

metalworking (which included all machine shop listings),

one hundred sixty; general shop, one hundred twenty; elec

trical work, one hundred five; printing, forty-two; craft

work, forty-one; farm shop, thirty-seven. The shops with

power equipment were reported in the following order: wood

working, two hundred six; metal working, one hundred fourteen;

printing, thirty-one; general shop, eighty-eight; electrical,

twenty-five; craftwork, six; farm shop, fifteen.

The check list on types of work done in the school

shops revealed in order the following frequencies: furniture

repair, one hundred sixty-five; make stage equipment, one

hundred sixty-one; make athletic equipment, one hundred forty

seven; make equipment, one hundred twenty-two; make teaching

aids, eighty-eight; draw plans, eighty-seven; painting, eighty;

repair doors and windows, seventy-eight; repair work for

patrons, fifty-seven; print forms, fifty-one; making teaching

aids, twenty-one. One interesting frequency here is 1n that

of printing forms with a frequency of fifty-one, while in the
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The suggested list for checking the times at which

service work are done revealed the folloWing facts: two

hundred did such work during regular class periods, ninety

six during vacant periods, sixty-nine after school, forty

three on Saturdays, twenty-five during vacations. A number

of the questionnaires checked more than one time at which such.

work is done; a few specified that they rece1ved extra pay

for working extra time on' such jobs.

On the question as to whether such work took the

teacher or pupil away from the classroom one hundred ntnety-

subjects taught printing had only a frequency of th1rty-eigh~.

The forms printed in schools not reported as teaching printing

probably refers to hand lettered signs, etc.

One fact revealed here in studying the results in

connection with each type of school was that certain kinds

of work were performed to a much greater degree in the rural

schools than in the others, due no, doubt to the fact that

rural school s do not have a maintenance department, and that

these schools are usually equipped to do woodworking, thus

facili tating certain kinds of work.

Another revealing fact here is that only nine question

naires returned failed to check that they did one or more

forms of service work. In other words, ninety-five per cent

of the questionnaires returned showed that the school shop

did some form of service work.
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classroom at times.

three checked that this work took the teacher aw~ from the

room occasionally, thirty-nine said that thi s occurred fre

quently, and thirty-seven, never. Pupils were taken from

the classroom according to this return in the following order

of frequency: occasionally, one hundred eighty-five;

frequently, fifty-two; never, twenty-one. Two facts discovered

here reveal that (1) the great maJority of schools do such

work in regular class periods, and (2) that in these schools

this type of work takes both pupils and teachers out of the

The advantages and disadvantages listed elicited the

following returns: makes students conscious of maintenance

problems, frequency checked, one hundred eighty-nine; affords

opportunity to serve school, one hundred sixty-five; presents

true life situation, one hundred eighty-two; disrupts teaching,

two hundred; creates pride in school, one hundred eighty-

four; exploits teacher, one hundred six; exploits pupil,

eighty-four; provides opportunity for study of production

methods, ninety-one; aggravates disciplinary problems, sevent~

one; lacks educational value, sixty-four; causes lack of

interest, sixty-one. The interesting fact discovered here

is that the teachers reporting definitely showed advantages

overbalancing the disadvantages. A large number of teachers

checked the disadvantages, disrupts teaching, but at the same'

time ohecked the advantages as well. Fact revealed here is,



that while teachers are cognizant of the disadvantages of

such work they feel that these are more than offset by cer-

J.I
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majority of teachers feel that there is justification for

doing this work in the shops and that while thi s work should

not be eliminated, it should be definitely limited.

The question on l1ho or what causes the demand for such

work, one hundred two checked lack of finances, one hundred

seven demand of administrators, eighteen demand of community.

There is an overlapping here, in that lack of finances may

cause the demands even though they are made by administrators

or community. In addition, community demands ".rould naturally

often come through the administrator. A significant fact

developed in connection with this question, through comments

sent in by the questionees on the questionnaire brings out

the thought tha.t such work is undertaken largely as a matter

of expediency and of cooperation with others.

Under the division devoted to methods of controlling

service work it was found that one hundred ninety-six do not

have special classes devoted to production work, stagecraft,

etc.; forty-two do have. On the question as to efforts to

confine such work to student level of ability, two hundred

three said yes, sixty no. On the question as to whether

other departments feel that such work is the duty of shops,

one hundred forty voted yes, eighty-six no, with quite a

number abstaining or qualifying their answers. Is the shop

teacher instructed to do only service work as checked by

his administrator was checked yes by ninety-nine, one hundred
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lj
~ checked that the janitor or maintenance men use school shop
Mi equipment while fifty-two checked they did not. The teachers

~ were about evenly divided on the question as to the skill of

these Janitors and maintenance men in the operation and care

of equipment, one hundred twenty-two checked yes to one hundred

fifteen checking no. On the question of supervision of sUch

work by shop teachers many fai+ed to answer. The results were

forty-two yes and eighty-one no. Only twelve stated that they

pay students for this work, while two hundred fifty-three do

not. Thirty-seven paid shop teachers while two hundred thirty-

fifty-six no. Do you keep records of such work, eighty-nine.

said yes, one hundred seventy-one no. One hundred fifty-five

thought their administrators were aware of the number of

requests made for such work, while ninety thought not. One

hundred eighty-one checked that this work did not reach the

proportions of being burdensome while one hundred forty-four

said that it did.

Under other methods of doing repair and construction

work for the school the first question as to whether schools

have maint enance men or j anitors to do such work brought

forth the rather surprising result that two hundred twenty

three checked yes and forty-two no. HOwever, the next question

showed that one hundred sixty-five ot these did not have

separate shops, while ninety-nine did have. This indicates

that many of these checks refer to J anitors. Two hundred ten
i.

:'·1
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II. CONCLUSIONS

The greatest amount of service work done in the school

shops is that of furniture repair and construction of special

to control the 'work are made by mo st teachers. However,

many comments written in led to the belief that many of these

efforts were fruitless. In other words, the teacher would

vote yes to a question With the qualification (but it doesn't

work) on several of these controlling items.

two did not; forty-four used such work to aid indigent pupil~,

two hundred twenty-one did not; thirty-one made allowance in

teachers' load for such work, two hundred thirty-six did not;

one hundred thirty-two thought service work in the school

shops saved the school a large amount of money, one hundred

sixteen a small amount, and twelve none.

Important facts brought out here are: (1) In the

majori ty of schools shop equipment is used by other than the

shop instructor for doing maintenance work. (2) The shop

teacher does not commonly receive consideration in his teach

ing 10 ad or in remuneration for doing thi s extra work. (3)

Pupils seldom receive pay for such extra work.

Several types of order forms to be used for service

work to be done in school shops were returned with question

naires; examples of such forms are included in Appendix B.

The fact that evolved here was that definite efforts

f

l(';;--------------
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equipment for the school.

While certain kinds of service work seem to be more

prevalent in certain types o~ schools, it is notable that of

all questionnaires returned only nine, representing slightly

more than 3 per cent, failed to check that they do one or

more of these types of service work. Another significant

fact brought out in the questionnaire results was that g5.g

per cent of such work is done during regular class time and

that both students and teacher are taken from the classroom

at times because of demands of this type of work. The replies

also indicated that mo st teachers while troubled by certain

disadvantages of thi s kind of work still were of the opinion

that the advantages more than off set such disadvantages. The

majority of teachers feel that such work is Justifiable in

the school shop and would not wish to eliminate it. Another

fact searched for here revealed that while administration

demands and lack of finances are responsible for most requests,

many teachers undertake the work as a matter of cooperation

wi th others in the school, rather than due to any pressures.

Another important fact brought out in the question

naire shows that in the majority of schools shop equipment is

used by others than the shop classes. It is also shown that

very few shop teachers received any consideration in their

teaching load for such work, and that pupils and teachers

seldom receive any extra pay for doing service work for the
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school.

The questionnaire results also show that efforts are

made to control this work in most schools, but comments

written in would indicate that many times such efforts are

futile.

III. RECOID4ENDATIONS

As a result of this study the author wishes to make

the following recommendations:

1. That a specific part of the professional training

of administrators deal with the underlying principle s of

industrial arts, and that they be taught to realize that the

product of the shop should be primarily a properly trained

human being rather than tables, chairs, or other inanimate

objects.

'!,f

:1'
~ trainees of the problems which are likely to arise from doing
ti
E service work during regular class periods.

~ 3. 'That a separate shop and equipment be provided for _

the use of school Janitors and maintenance men.

4. That all requests for service work be approved by

the administrative department, but that the teacher be given

the opportunity for final acceptance or rejection of such

work.

5. The following types of work should be avoided:



a. Work which competes with outside commercial

insti tutions.

b. Work of a repetitive , tiresome nature which

is largely a matter of unskilled labor.

c. Work which separates the teacher from his

class or portions of his class.

b. Some definite rules regarding the use of school

'Ilhe writer feels that a survey should be made to deter-

IV. FURTHER RESEARCtl NEEDED

44-

shops for service work should be distributed to all people

concerned along with suitable order forms to be used.

7. There are some definite educational values to be

derived from the properly conducted production type of class.

Where the school is large enough, such classes are desirable

in certain SUbjects at the correct time in the curriculum.

ment.

mine the attitudes of superintendents and principals regarding

this type of work in school shops, and that teachers in other

departments of the schools be contacted as to their attitudes

in regard to the school shops being used as a Service Depart-

l
')
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APPENDIX A

PERTINENT CO~nu:rENT S OF MEN IN THE FIELD

III feel that service work creates many practical
situations. Most of our students enjoy doing service work.
A special class should be organized for this type of work. 1I

lIioTe do not exploit students, projects or work is
designed to help students get practical work experience, and
for students who cannot afford the expense of shop."

III use service work for students that run out of
1oTork of their own temporarily. Thi s keeps them busy, they
enjoy doing the work and take an interest in it. II

"It is not a question of service work or no service
work. Selected JObS under the control of the teacher can
be an asset to the industrial arts program. II

IIService work creates a burden when the work is too
difficult for the student."

III receive pay for extra work on Saturdays and holi
days, but believe extra duties during school require extra
pay.J1

IIWe are fortunate in that our supervisor has worked
out an understanding with the superintendent whereby service
work is done by the maintenance department, use of shop
machines is allowed. II

II This is the tenth questionnaire I have filled out
this week. II

"To get things done. II

liThe shop teacher should use good Judgment in accept
ing outside work, take some, reject some. II

"I believe that shop teachers who are expected to do
service and maintenance work should be on a full twelve
month salary schedule. II

IIThis is indeed quite a probl em, 1n twenty years of
teaching I have observed that most teachers and administrators
are very considerate and appreciative of the efforts of my
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boys and myself. II

liThe people requesting this work must be taught to
realize that you are not running a custom or job shop, hence
you are not able to get work out as fast with student help
as with mature and skilled tradesmen. It

"I believe the teacher and pupil should be limited as
to the amount of repair ~IDrk, if you donlt you will have a
repair man out of him. II

"Jobs seldom if ever arrive at· a time you would like
to fit into your course of study. Most job requests are the
rush order type."

"Much work is done by the shop teacher less by the
pupils if quality is emphasized."

I1Willful service work may be O.K., but uncontrolled
service is far from being desirable. Selected service would
tend to hit the happy medium."

"We are suffering from poor administration and poorly
trained teachers. II

"I believe the extra work we do raises the standard
of our shop with a minimum of expense to the department. II

"I am happy to see an effort made to analyze the ques
tion of service work in the school shop. II

"I find that service work helps the boy who especially
likes shop work and doesn't like other SUbJects."

"I am cooperative in service work, but feel very
strongly that it should never interfere with the general
course of study, or place an impo sition on teacher or pupil. II

flLi ttle did I real! ze in college that service work
would be a part of the program. n

II I f avo r and appro ve 0 f servic e work in the shop. It
provides necessary variety.1I

IIIf service work is handled correctly it is a very
good thing. It is practical, creates interest and pride in
the school. However, it must be well supervised and con
trolled or it will get away from you. II

"Service work like any other thing can be overdone. II
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liMy attitude is founded upon the fact that we have
workmen dependent upon work for a living. If I take that
work away from them I am a ~. II

II Service work must be planned or such work can defin
itely aggravate disciplinary problems."

"Shop teachers should be allowed period in school day
for service work, some work is a necessity.1I

"Our service work does not require production methods
because they never know far enough ah'ead to make plans."

"The program helps to offset the high cost of equip-

"We expect this, we accept this, we sell it to the
pupils early. We turn down very 11ttle for the school, but
refuse some jobs from the outside. At no time do we leave
the school during school hours. II

"It's rough, but we're the only ones to do it and save
money, so I guess that's the way it is."

"This should be sent to administrators as well.
Please publish results in journal."

"This is all very interesting. I have always wondered
about the same thing. liould like to have results when you
get your survey compiled."

"May be tolerated in small school if program is set
up to include portion of shop time, but must be limited and
fit into instructional pro gram. II

"The principal does not believe in taking any time for
this sort of thing."

"I am very much in favor of service work 1n the school
shops."

"All of our printing is production work for the school
system, except the beginners."

"The teaoher can ruin his program by doing too much
service work, but if he pl.sn s his work he can have a good
program and wonderful public relations. II

"Problems are often too difficult for student parti
oipation. Therefore a burden on the teacher. II



"A better way is to employ shop teacher for part of
summer to perform maintenance duties of major nature. II

"Our work is screened by both administrator and
teacher, therefore my atti tude is favorable. II

nIn a an all shop such as ours the pupils would be out
all the time do ing extra work, if they have permi ssion. To
remedy this I try to say no to all but important school jobs. II

lI"fe have completed seventy jobs so far this year,
ranging from book-ends to a storage room for the athletic
department. II

II I think that service work in the school shop create s
good fellowship between the shop and other departments in
the school system. 11

"Int elligent service ",ark reque st s are usually of
educational value, but come at an inopportune time."

IIWe are greatly concerned over this prOblem, you have
an interesting study here. All of the teachers in our high
school would like to know the results of this piece of
research."

"I feel that this type of work is very good as it gives
problems of everyday life."

"I feel that the patron sends his boy to school to
receive a varied program of educational experiences, too
often the boy spends three years as a member of the adminis
trator's exclusive (and free) pool of unskilled labor."

liThe more you fix for free the more business you get.
Fix music stands and you will alway s have stands to fix.
Fix band instruments and you'll get lots of band instruments
to fix. II

"Gives experience that they otherwise would not get
in the school shop. II

"Some schools have very deplorable arrangements making
the shop a 'flunkie' for the school."

"I believe in service work and do a lot of it. There
is very little pressure from the 'brass 1."

"In fDme schools too much service work is asked for
by the administrators, and takes too much time. In my
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experience I have only had that in one school. I do it only.
when it do e sn I t di srupt my pro gram. "

"A limited amount would be all right; some shop main
tenance seems necessary."

"

"An interesting and aggravating problem to the shop
teacher."

"Theoretically service work is never done in the shop
by the shop teachers; actually it's very common."

"Cooperation in a school organization makes for better
school atmo sphere between teachers, but every individual
should have the right to aocept or rejeot as he feels justi
fied, without anyone feeling they have been snubbed."

"I believe the shop teacher should be given monetary
consideration in his contract, for service work."

"In a small school such as the one I am in I feel that
it brings teachers and students closer on how we should work
together and strive for a better school. II

.. SerVice work should be set up in small schools, where
janitors have no equipment. Time should be prOVided during
the sohool day, a fee should be oharged on all jobs and the
student should be paid a small amount for doing the work. II

"We have solved the problem of service work in our .
school by introducing into our industrial arts curriculum
a course entitled Maintenance for eleventh grade boys who
are majoring in industrial arts. II

"I believe if you can arrive at some definite conclu
sions in this study it would be of considerable benefit in
our field of industrial arts."

.. Specific skills may be taught on jobs of this type.
Home mechanics has been popular in our classes. II

"If work can be done in class I believe it is good
for everybody."

liThe administrators should use good judgment on keep
ing such work within the ability of the students and within
the range of shop f aci1i ties."

UDoing serv1ce work in the school shop is an excellent
idea, but can be over done. II
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it, "There should be definite plans for such work as to .
I time, amount, extent, etc."
·r
!

1 "I believe that an industrial education system func-
r tioning correctly would eliminate this."

i "Our shops do practically no routine service work."

"Creates false notion of shop objective in minds of
administrators and rest of faculty."

"If instructor is permitted to select and outline ser
vices so as to make them into teaching problems they may
have educational values."

liMy service work is light because 'trle have services of
school carpenter periodically."

"In our school extra work is no problem as long as the
teacher has oontrol of the situation, which we do."

"I have questioned the advantages because in my school
about one out of five are interested in working for the
school. II

"You can readily see that I am in favor of the school
shop doing service work."

"We have a maintenance department for all city schools.
They are to take care of service work and construction.
Since this is sometimes very slow the shop is left with the
Job."

"In times past I did much service work and feel when
it is overdone the teacher is exploited, but a little of
such work promotes cooperative spirit."

"The principal has a good philosophy concerning extra
work in the shop."

"Service work seldom interfers with regular work. It
is a 'filler' between projects."

ItI use extra work for ones who are loafing or waiting
on a project."

"Some service work is O.K. but when the administration
and other teachers try to get someone else to make things
easier for themselves, they do not know where to stop."
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"Service work "in our school has not reached the place

where it is too demanding on the shop, out there is an
increasing demand, mainly from teachers. II

liDo much personal work for teachers who want things
fixed in a hurry, regardless of other things."

"Ample time should always be given for students to
plan service work. Often students have little knowledge of
procedure for service work. II



APPENDIX B

QUESTIONNAIRE SE~T OUT



ROSS COX
Wood Shop

VICTOR GRAVES
Wood Shop

BURTON A. KNIGHT
Mechanical Drawing

ROBERT P. LEMASTER
Printing

Dear Sir:

URSAD.WALXER, Head

INDUSTRIAL ARTS DEPARTMENT
GEORGE WASHINGTON HIGH SCHOOL

INDIANAPOLIS 22, INDIANA

OCAL MUTERSPAUGH
Prinllng

JOHN SEEBURGER
Metal Shop

ROGER J. WEAVER
Elect~io Shop

GIDEON L. WOODRUFF'
Metal Shop .

I am making a study of several aspects of service

work performed in public school shops. It is my hope

that through such a study some conclusions may be

reached about the attitudes and opinions of teachers
in respect to this type of work.

After discussing service work with industrial

arts teachers and after examining many articles in

shop magizines which deal with such work I am led to

believe that it is a topic of common interest, and

that it holds many ramif~cations.

Enclosed is a questionnaire, which endeavors to

cover several angles of the problem and which may be
answered quite easily and quickly.

I have selected you as one, who, as a progressive
industrial arts teacher, would appreciate the oppor

tunity to participate in such a study. Please feel
free to add any additional comments you wish.

Very truly yours,
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Check any of the following types of work that
are. done by your school shop

TIME DEVOTED TO SERVICE WORK IN THE
SCHOOL SHOP.

-4-

5. Is the work supervised by your shop instruc-
tor? Yes- No _

OTHER METHODS OF DOING REPAIR

AND CONSTRUCTION WORK FOR THE
SCHOOL.

1. Do you havea maintenance department or
janitors in your school system who do con
struction and repair work? Yes- No_

2. Do they have a separate shop? YeS-.-'
No__

3. Do they use school shop equipment? Yes__
No__ .• ,

1. Do you pay students for service work? Yes_
. No _

2. Does your shop teacher receive extra pay for
service work? Yes-No~

REMUNERATION FOR SERVICE WOlU{.

4. Are they skilled in operation and care of such
equipment? Yes-- No _

3. Do you use service work to help needy or indi
gent· pupils pay for projects? Yes
No__

4. Is allowance made in the teacher's load when
he has service work to do for the school?
Yes__ No _

5. Do you estimate that the school shop saves the
school a (check) large amount small
amount__no money by doing service work
--?

Pupils

Painting

Print forms

Draw plans

Make teaching aids _

Repair electrical equip
ment

Repair plumbing

Repair work for pa
trons

-After school

_Saturdays

Repair doors and win
dows

Make stage equipment

Repair furniture

Make athletic equip
ment

Make equipment

Occasionally
Frequently

Never

Others:

-During vacant per
oids

1. Check the time or times when service work is
done in the school shop.

-During regular _Before school
classes

_Vacations
2. Does extra work take the teacher or parts

of the class away from the classroom during
regular class peroids? (check)

Teacher

REPAIR AND CONSTRUCTION WORK DONE
IN SCHOOL SHOP

8. Is your administrator aware of the number of
requests made for such work by teachers in
the school? Yes- N 0__•

9. Do you request that such service be plan
ned and ordered ahead. so that it does not
come to the shop as rush orders? Yes__
No__.

-2-

10. Do you feel that requests for service work
reach such proportions as to be. burden
some to the shop teachers? Yes
No__.

If· your school uses a form for keeping such
t"ecO'1'ds please enclose a copy.

r~F2"~~~:~: ':'::'::'d:~:.~~
. ability? Yes__ No _

3. Does your shop teacher have the option of
accepting or rejecting such work? Yes
N<>-.:..-.

..4. _Do the other departments of the school feel
that such extra construction and repair work
is a duty of the school shop? Yes__
No__

5. Is the shop teacher instructed not to do service
.. work except such as checked by your ad-

ministrator? Yes- No _

6. Are orders for extra work passed upon by
'. your administrator? Yes__ No _

7. Do you keep records of such orders? Yes__
No__.
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Check

Those 'equ,ipped with
power machines

Metal Working

Electrical

-1-

Printing

Craftwork

Farm Shop

General Shop

Others

SERVICE WORK IN THE SCHOOL SHOP

No. pupils enrolled in' your school _

Type of community whi~h supports the' school

(Check) Rural- UrbalL- CombinatiolL-,

Approximate total enrolled in shop classes

Number of shop teachers employed

Full time..- Part time..-

Shop units you are

teaching

Indicate
Woodworking

Mechanical Drawing

METHODS OF CONTROLLING EXTRA WORK

1. Does your school have any classes especially
organized to do extra work such as pro
duction, or stagecraft classes? Yell.
No__

Advantages
Presents true life sit

uation

Make students con
scious of main
tenance problems

Provides opportunity
for study of pro
duction methods_

Creates pride in school

Affords opportunities
to serve school _

Causes lack of interest

(Check)

Additional Remarks:

Disadvantages
Exploits teacher

Exploits pupils

Disrupts teaching

Agravates disciplinary
problems

Lacks educational val
ue

-6-

Others:

DO YOU THINK THE FOLLOWING AD

VANTAGES OR DISADVANTAGES APPLY

IN YOUR SCHOOL?

7. Do you feel that shop teachers give coopera
tion in service work? Yes__ N0__•

6. Do you think that shop teachers should be giv
en definite training in meeting the problem
of extra work? Yes--- No__.

4. ,Do you consider the extra work done in your
shop detrimental to the attainment of the
aims and objectivies of your shop courses?
Yes--- No__.

9. Do you think that service work should be elimin
ated from the school shop? Yes__ No__.

3. Do you feel that the expense of equipping a
,shop should be justified partially by doing

service ~ork? Yes__ No _

8. Do you think that service work has equal value
educationally, to the individual, project?
Yes__ No__'

5. Do you feel that doing service work of this na
ture is valuable' in making better public re
lations for the school? Yes__ No__.

1. Do you feel that such work has definite edu
.eationaLvalue due to·its practical useful na
ture? Yes__ No__'_.

. 2. Is service work necessary in your school because
of (check) demand of community__de
mand af school administrators-lack of
fimmces---?

(~.>

1- ~

i· ':
: ~ .

JUSTIFICATION FOR SERVICE WORK IN

THE .SCHOOL SHOP.



APPENDIX C

COPIES Ob' TYPICAL. ORDER FORMS

USED BY SOME SChOOLS CONTACTED

Il~ THI S SURVEY



SHOP ORDER BLANK G N6. 2299

This becomes an
order when signed
by Principal Date -----------
TO DEPARTMENT FROM DEPARTMENT
Specifications of articles wanted Drawings m'-u-s~t-b-e-p-ro-v'r"I"'a-e"'a-

Source of Supply

Requeste¢l by

Special Order
Stock on Hand

I Estimated
Cost

Cross Out One

Actual
Cost

Approved as
Class Project

Approved by

Received by

Checked by

Delivered to

Head of Dept.

Principal

Teacher in cnarge of this work

Date

Date

Date

Date

I5ate

When work is completed the teacher in charge of the work will
report the same to office, complete otfice record and secure
official stamp on ORIGINAL BLANK before delivery.
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~
L

WORK REQUISITION
for work to be done by the

DEPARTMENT OF TRADES AND INDUSTRY
Date 19, _

To Mr. _

Specifications (Describe Fully)

Requested by _

Approved~ _

Date Job Started~ __

Date Job Flnlshed~ _

Material Co st. _

Estimated Total Cost, _

TO BE MADE IN DUPLICATE
Original copy will remain with job until oompletion, then
placed in department of T. & I. files.
Duplicate copy to be kept by person requesting service.
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WORK ORDER

VOC~IONAL DEPARTMENT MARION CITY SCHOOLS

PLEASE HAVE THE FOLLOWING WORK DONE. _

______________SKETCH ATTACHED YES_NO_

REQUESTED BY DATE FILED DATE REQUESTED_

AS CLASSWORK NON-CLASSWORK BY INSTRUCTOR------
MATERIALS USED _

COSTS DATE COMPLETED ___

APPROVED BY. _

INSTRUCTOR. __

TIME REQUIRED _

WORKMAN _

GRADE: A_ B_ C_ D_ E_
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WORK ORDER

WASHINGTON-CLAY HIGH SCHOOL - GENERAL SHOP

FOR DEPT., _

DESCRIPTION:

• I COST:

"lOBK .ASSIGNED TO: APP. _
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BLOOMINGTON HIGH SCHOOL

Industrial Art s Department

Bloomington, Indiana

SHOP: ~---

You are hereby authorized to make or repair the following:

The cost of production to be charged to:

Date signed- _

: II ::: :: : :: : :: :: : :: s: : : :: II ,,,: : n : :: : n : II :t : : s:: S II : :: : : : ::

The above project was completed~ l;lI:-~ _

Date
The cost of production was as follows:

Instructor
Total COBt _



ORIGINAL

DATE. _

Central High School Printshop

Mr. Adye:

PLEASE DELIVER

to _

For use in the _

AuthOrized Ordered by



Color-------------

I
1
j

BLUFFTON HIGH SCHOOL

Student Job Card

Printing Department

Student Date _

Job _

Kind of type------------------------
Size of type-----------------------
Case numbers._-----------------------
Time to oompo se--------....;.--------------
Time on presswork----------------------
Time to distribute---------------------

OFFICE RECORD
Job. Date _

Stock
~-----------S1ze No. _

No. of whole sheets used Description......._- ------------
When wanted------------------------
Deliver to _

Date delivered.------------------------
Cost of material._---------------------
O.K. by _

Proof by _
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PRINT SHOP
WORK ORDER

___________ PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Vocational Department

70

: No. _

I Date Received
I ~--

: Date Wanted _

FOR .....;Requested by _

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION

I

t
I

t

10 School days must be allowed tor all Printing work

Charges to be made tor: Stock Labor Linotype. __;....._.... --- -
.w

Approved: ,8uperintendent ~principal

Approved· tor Print Shop by Vocational Director---------
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WORK ORDER

WOODWORKING DEPARTMENT

Order NO.------ _______194_

Assigned to _

Charge to---------------------------
Credit to--------------------------
Cost----
Authorized by Prinoipal

DESCRIPTION OF WORK

A Dimensioned Drawing must accompany this order.
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Form No. 874

___ TRADE SCHOOL

SHOP ORDER

Date l94_ Order No.
~--------

i
\
I

I
:1

I

Mr. _

Department _

For _

When Wanted-------------------------When this order is completed return
Date Completed it at once to the Main Orfi ce------
Ordered by Approved Per _

List all materials on reverse side of this order.
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Indus.Ed. 20-9-45

WORK REQUISITION

for work" to be done by the

DEPARTMEN'.L' OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Date l 9 _

To Director ot Industrial Education

SPECIFICATIONS

(Describe Fully - Use Reverse of Original
For Sketch)

Requested by ~--:~_-----------
:Principal

For
------------"=T:-e-a-ch...e..r~-----------

Approved by Director Date _

Cost ot Production to be charged to _

Material Cost Date Job Started _

Estimated Total Cost Date Job Finished _

TO BE MADE IN TRIPLICATE
Original copy will remain with job until completion, then
placed in department tor Industrial Education Files.

Triplicate copy to be kept by person requesting service•

•• • _. .. • ... • '0 ". )"
•• t •• " " ••••• ','.,.

: :',: : :: :." ~: ~ ~.: ." ~ ,t. t, ," .'O ••••• I, o'

.:. .' . : ~;",:': '. :'.',
: • :'.J' • : ... ~ ;'"'.:' :.. .,... '0•• "
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